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Graces Falls
From the parking pulloff, follow a faint trail down and left, to a serious and steep descent
with a fixed rope. Be very careful here! At the base walk right (downstream) to the Graces
Falls routes. To access the Liquor Wall, cross the creek below the falls, which can be difficult at certain times of the year. Continue along the cliff base, until it is possible to scramble
up onto a ledge below a pretty white wall. Note: Much of the information for this area is
sketchy and incomplete.
From the descent, walk approximately 70’, passing an old abandoned route with a black
hanger down low. Continue another 30’ to the first route.
S 1. *SpongeBob 12c
The lower part of this route is 5.10 to the chain. FA: Steven Farmer
S 2. ***Grace 12a
Considered to be possibly the best 12a sport route in the canyon. FA: Steve Deweese
S 3. ***The Breakdown 12b
Awesome climbing on bullet stone. FA: Steve Deweese
S 4. **Rip Rock 11d
The relatively modest grade makes this one popular. FA: Steve Deweese
S 5. **Three Dog Night 11d
Intimidating climbing on big holds. FA: Steve Deweese
S 6. ***Dogleg 12a
Features a pronounced leftward traverse midway up. Pumpy. FA: Mark Cole
S 7. ***Troubadour 12b
Amazing Route. FA: Steve Deweese
S 8. ***Chum Buckets 12a
Continue another 30’, past a recess and a stretch of talus and boulders. Amazing, steep
climbing. FA: Steven Farmer
S 9. **Spooky 12b
When you wrap your leg around the block, you’ll know Spooky. FA: Steve Deweese and
James Dobbs
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S 10. Unnamed 11b
Starts on a pretty face and angles left to the arete. (6 bolts, single anchor) Rebolted by
Steve and Amy Deweese
S 11. *Rock Tiger 13a
On the face of a blunt exposed prow. Very difficult opening moves. Stick clip the 2nd bolt. (5
bolts, hidden anchor) FA: Maurice Reed

S 12. *Million Dollar Club 12a
Goes up the face under huge roofs. (5 bolts, shuts) FA: Shep Townsend
S 13. *Nine Dollar Melon Baller 12b
More bolted bouldering. FA: Steve Deweese
S

14. Dead Presidents (Project) Starts out on the high ledge. (6 bolts, anchor)

Continue along the ledge and carefully step across an exposed and somewhat dangerous
cleft. Proceed another 30’ around a corner and on a bit to a vertical streaked wall.
S 15. *Black Snake 11a/b
Vertical face. (5 bolts, shuts) FA: Shep Townsend and Dave Shewell
S 16. *Red Wasp 11a/b
Starts just left of Black Snake. (5 bolts, shuts) FA: Shep Townsend and Dave Shewell

From the descent, after crossing the creek, scramble up toward the waterfall.
The next two routes are on the steep side wall to the right of the waterfall, from a ledge.
Shep Townsend and Deron Harris spent several days clearing the vines and and vegetation
from the base – clearly a mammoth task.
S 1. ***Graces Buckets 11d
At two pitches, this might be the longest route in the Canyon. Starts just right of the waterfall and goes up steep blocky rock with great holds the entire way to a two bolt hanging
belay. Finish here or climb a short but airy pitch up and right to the top. Requires two ropes
to rappel. (9 bolts, bail biner anchor). Note: Best to do it when the waterfall is going full
bore! The route stays dry and you can reach out and touch the water at the anchors. FA:
Shep Townsend
S 2. Deron’s Folly 11c
Start just right of Graces Buckets. Goes up blocky terrain. Not nearly as good as Grace’s
Buckets, and may be incomplete. (7 bolts, anchor) FA: Deron Harris

Proceed back down the creek and left, around the corner, for approximately 300’. Look for
a steep scramble up onto a ledge below a pretty white wall dubbed the Liquor Wall. After
scrambling up onto the ledge, the routes are listed right to left.
LIQUOR WALL
S

3. *Southern Comfort 11b Begins at right end of ledge. (7 bolts, anchor) FA: Jake Slaney

S

4. *Apple Cider 11a First hanger is orange. (7 bolts, anchor) FA: Shep Townsend
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Continue walking around to the left for approximately 160’, around the corner, to a steep
cave and talus.

